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whether you re new to wordpress themes or you re an experienced theme developer you should be able to find the
answer to many of your theme related questions right here in this handbook you can learn how to build block
themes or classic themes welcome to the getting started documentation this chapter is primarily intended to
introduce you to navigating the handbook itself learning what wordpress themes are and helping you get your
first wordpress block theme up and running a wordpress theme is a collection of files that work together to
produce a graphical interface with an underlying unifying design for a website these files are called template
files a theme modifies the way the site is displayed without modifying the underlying software the anatomy of a
theme and its parts will be broken down and explained you ll begin by understanding the concepts of building a
theme by looking at theme files and post types then you ll learn how to keep your files organized within your
theme what this handbook covers this handbook provides the basic information you need to build both block and
classic wordpress themes this includes in depth coverage of the essential features and apis that you should
know such as the topics in the core concepts chapter for more information on installing and activating themes
read the work with themes documentation if your interests lie in classic wordpress you should jump forward
to the classic themes chapter for more details on building classic themes if you wish to learn more about how
to install and use themes review using themes this topic differs from using themes because it discusses the
technical aspects of writing code to build your own themes rather than how to activate themes or where to
obtain new themes with a block theme you can place and edit blocks outside your content using the template
editor or site editor you can use blocks in templates provided by a theme or plugin for example an archive page
or a 404 page you can also create custom templates here s a list of requirements and recommendations for
your theme s documentation themes are required to provide end user documentation of any design limitations or
extraordinary installation setup instructions a wordpress theme represents the design of your website it can
control everything from colors to fonts to the entire layout in essence what you see when viewing the front
end of your site is shaped by the theme documentation all premium themes released on wordpress com have a
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showcase page and support documentation follow the documentation style guide to ensure that users have a
clear understanding of a theme s features and where to get help language provide context where appropriate
avoid common anti patterns create page templates make your theme compatible with rtl css always follow
best practices distribute your wordpress theme test and improve code step 1 creating essential files for your
custom theme a functioning wordpress theme can consist of just two files style css and index php the first step
to mastering your theme is knowing how to find your theme s documentation this lesson will equip you with
techniques to help find where your theme s documentation resides prerequisite skills it is helpful to have a basic
understanding of how to choose and install a theme objectives default themes get information on the default
themes that ship with wordpress media blocks text blocks design blocks embed blocks widget blocks theme
blocks learn how you can use the editor and all the different types of blocks to customize your site can t find
what you need lean on the experience of the wordpress community twenty twenty three is the new accessibility
ready default theme for wordpress version 6 1 a minimalist block theme designed to take full advantage of full
site editing capabilities twenty twenty three includes a collection of ten community submitted style variations
docly is a powerful responsive and high performance online documentation wordpress theme that can assist you
quickly developing your next product s documentation you can effectively create documentation for
documenting api frameworks plugins software templates and any type of product discover the best wordpress
documentation themes for effective product support create an easy to explore online documentation for your
business with these handpicked themes the official total wordpress theme docs install customize your site
design typography custom fonts color palettes widget areas and more with the following major updates came
the completely redesigned customizer ui that was covered by this guide as well as new controls to duplicate
and delete header and footer elements google stories svg icons support related posts and there are many more
to come read all documentation for wordpress themes by modern themes any questions or training needed for
wordpress themes can be found here
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whether you re new to wordpress themes or you re an experienced theme developer you should be able to find the
answer to many of your theme related questions right here in this handbook you can learn how to build block
themes or classic themes

getting started theme handbook developer wordpress org Apr 20 2024

welcome to the getting started documentation this chapter is primarily intended to introduce you to
navigating the handbook itself learning what wordpress themes are and helping you get your first wordpress
block theme up and running

work with themes documentation wordpress org Mar 19 2024

a wordpress theme is a collection of files that work together to produce a graphical interface with an
underlying unifying design for a website these files are called template files a theme modifies the way the site is
displayed without modifying the underlying software

theme basics theme handbook developer wordpress org Feb 18 2024

the anatomy of a theme and its parts will be broken down and explained you ll begin by understanding the
concepts of building a theme by looking at theme files and post types then you ll learn how to keep your files
organized within your theme
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what this handbook covers this handbook provides the basic information you need to build both block and
classic wordpress themes this includes in depth coverage of the essential features and apis that you should
know such as the topics in the core concepts chapter

quick start guide theme handbook developer wordpress org Dec 16 2023

for more information on installing and activating themes read the work with themes documentation if your
interests lie in classic wordpress you should jump forward to the classic themes chapter for more details on
building classic themes

theme development wordpress codex Nov 15 2023

if you wish to learn more about how to install and use themes review using themes this topic differs from using
themes because it discusses the technical aspects of writing code to build your own themes rather than how to
activate themes or where to obtain new themes

block themes documentation wordpress org Oct 14 2023

with a block theme you can place and edit blocks outside your content using the template editor or site editor
you can use blocks in templates provided by a theme or plugin for example an archive page or a 404 page you
can also create custom templates
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here s a list of requirements and recommendations for your theme s documentation themes are required to
provide end user documentation of any design limitations or extraordinary installation setup instructions

what is a theme theme handbook developer wordpress org Aug 12 2023

a wordpress theme represents the design of your website it can control everything from colors to fonts to the
entire layout in essence what you see when viewing the front end of your site is shaped by the theme

theme guide wordpress com developer resources Jul 11 2023

documentation all premium themes released on wordpress com have a showcase page and support documentation
follow the documentation style guide to ensure that users have a clear understanding of a theme s features
and where to get help language provide context where appropriate avoid common anti patterns

wordpress custom theme tutorial step by step guide Jun 10 2023

create page templates make your theme compatible with rtl css always follow best practices distribute your
wordpress theme test and improve code step 1 creating essential files for your custom theme a functioning
wordpress theme can consist of just two files style css and index php
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the first step to mastering your theme is knowing how to find your theme s documentation this lesson will equip
you with techniques to help find where your theme s documentation resides prerequisite skills it is helpful to
have a basic understanding of how to choose and install a theme objectives

documentation wordpress org Apr 08 2023

default themes get information on the default themes that ship with wordpress media blocks text blocks design
blocks embed blocks widget blocks theme blocks learn how you can use the editor and all the different types of
blocks to customize your site can t find what you need lean on the experience of the wordpress community

twenty twenty three documentation wordpress org Mar 07 2023

twenty twenty three is the new accessibility ready default theme for wordpress version 6 1 a minimalist block
theme designed to take full advantage of full site editing capabilities twenty twenty three includes a
collection of ten community submitted style variations

docly documentation and knowledge base wordpress theme with Feb 06
2023

docly is a powerful responsive and high performance online documentation wordpress theme that can assist you
quickly developing your next product s documentation you can effectively create documentation for
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documenting api frameworks plugins software templates and any type of product

9 best wordpress documentation themes expert pick Jan 05 2023

discover the best wordpress documentation themes for effective product support create an easy to explore
online documentation for your business with these handpicked themes

total wordpress theme documentation Dec 04 2022

the official total wordpress theme docs install customize your site design typography custom fonts color
palettes widget areas and more

getting the most out of astra theme Nov 03 2022

with the following major updates came the completely redesigned customizer ui that was covered by this guide
as well as new controls to duplicate and delete header and footer elements google stories svg icons support
related posts and there are many more to come

wordpress theme documentation modern themes Oct 02 2022

read all documentation for wordpress themes by modern themes any questions or training needed for wordpress
themes can be found here
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